T374AH REMOTE CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS
Channel Guide
This feature is activated with the Guest or Setup
remote’s CH GDE button. This feature uses the labels
that are assigned by the channel labeling function
described on page three. Once activated by pressing
the CH GDE button, the TV lists the Channel Labels
for channels with assigned labels. Channels that are
not in the Favorite Station memory (see “ADD
CHANNEL” on page four) will not be displayed. Each
listing or “page” will show seven channel labels. Each
press of the CH GDE button will show subsequent
channel listing pages if they exist. The maximum number of labels that can be displayed is 32. If CH GDE is
not pressed for seven seconds, the listing will timeout.
If any other remote command is sent that requires the
television on-screen display, the listing will be cleared,
and that command invoked.
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IMPORTANT: When programming is
complete, press or depress the RECALL
button to save the program changes in the
TV memory.

The T374AH remote control is used to perform setup
and verification operations on Philips Consumer
Electronics Company commercial chassis. This remote
is fully backward compatible with previous commercial
chassis setup remotes, but has added functionality.
The three buttons at the bottom of the remote,
TV Guest,
TV Setup, and
DCM Setup,
are called function buttons. They are used to select
the desired function to be performed.
TV Guest mode will emulate the “Guest” remote
commands. This provides the installer the ability to
verify proper “Guest Remote” operation using only
one remote. Only the commands supported on the
“Guest” remote may be valid. To use this function,
press the TV GUEST button, then press any button
that corresponds to the “Guest Remote.” The remote
will remain in the TV Guest mode until another function button is pressed.
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TV Setup mode is used to set all the TV control settings and commercial features.
This function is completely backward compatible with previous setup transmitters but
has additional buttons that are valid for newer TV control systems. The remote will
remain in the TV Setup mode until another function button is pressed.

To adjust the TV for either Hotel or Consumer mode,
press the TV SETUP button on the remote, then enter
the numerical sequence 02 49 95, then press the
SELECT button. Choose between Hotel or Consumer
mode by pressing either the + or - button. Only a limited amount of features are available in Consumer
mode.

DCM Setup (Data Communication Module) mode is similar to the TV Guest
Mode except the Select and Cursor keys send “Softkey” commands, allowing the DCM
to have its own setup keys. The function of these keys will depend upon each DCM
manufacturer. The remote will remain in the DCM Setup mode until another function
button is pressed.
Softkey is defined as a command that is never acted upon by the TV control system.
It is always passed through the “Smart Port” to the DCM. Each DCM manufacturer
can make its own interpretation of the function of the key. The functional description
of the TV controls and features are as follows: To set up the TV, press the TV Setup
button to place the remote in TV Setup mode.
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To begin programming, press the TV SETUP button on the remote control to put the
remote into TV setup mode. Then press the POWER button to turn on the TV. Press
the SELECT button for the display access functions to appear on the screen.
Depending on the model and its features, some or all of the display functions and features described below will be valid.

PICTURE
-.................+
BRIGHTNESS
-.................+

Press the + or - button to adjust the picture to the desired level.
Press the + or - button to adjust the brightness to the desired
level.

COLOR
-.................+

Press the + or - button to adjust the color to the desired level.

TINT
-.................+

Press the + or - button to adjust the tint to the desired level.

SHARPNESS
-.................+

Press the + or - button to adjust the sharpness to the desired level.

VOLUME LIMITER
-.................+

Press the + or - button to set the maximum volume available
from the keyboard or the Guest transmitter.

Press the + button to disable the normal functioning
of the volume control. This forces the volume to the
maximum level allowed by the volume limiter
described in the next step. In this mode, the mute function is disabled. Press the (-)
button for “standard volume up/down,” allowing normal volume control operation.
Press the VOLUME UP or VOLUME DOWN button to
+ SET MAX VOL xx
set the maximum level available. The range is made up of
(VOL FORCED MAX)
63 steps from minimum to maximum.

+ VOLUME FORCED MAX
->STD VOL UP/DOWN

Press the + or - button to choose between maximum volume or the “turn on” volume. Press the VOLUME UP or
VOLUME DOWN button to set either the maximum volume level available, or the set’s initial “turn on” volume level. There are 63 steps
between minimum and maximum.

++SET MAX VOLUME
->SET ON VOL

+ CABLE TUNING
-> BCST TUNING

Press the + button to have the TV receive cable channels 1125, excluding channels 95, 96, and 97. Press the - button to
have the TV receive the normal off-the-air channels 2-69.

This function allows the TV to scan all the channels and
AUTO PROGRAMMING
automatically program in memory all active channels on
+ TO BEGIN
the system. Press the + button to activate auto programming. Press the - button at any time to stop this function.

+ CH GDE ENABLE
Press the + button to enable the Channel Guide feature.
_> CH GDE DISABLE Press the - button to disable the function.
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+ ADD CHANNEL This function allows individual channels to be added or deleted
from memory. Tune the desired channel by using the CHAN-> DELETE xx
NEL UP/CHANNEL DOWN buttons or by random access, and
then press the + or - button to either add or remove a channel from memory.
This function will give a name, up to eight characters, to a channel.
Press the - button to delete any existing label. Press the + button to
activate this function. Once in modification display, a cursor will point
to the position on the label. The + and - buttons will scan through the
available characters. The RESET button will move the cursor to the next position on
the label. A total of 32 channels may be labeled.
Press the + button to allow the continuous display of the cur+ REMINDER ON
-> REMINDER OFF rent channel number. Press the - button and the channel number will appear for only a few seconds after the channel
change. It will then disappear.

LABEL xx
+ MODIFY
- DELETE

This function will determine what channel the TV will tune
to at initial turn on. Tune any channel and press the + button. The TV will tune to that channel every time it is turned
on. Press the - button and the TV will, at turn on, tune to the last channel tuned
before turn off.
Press the + button for the “POWER FORCED ON”
+ PWR FORCED ON
-> STD PWR ON/OFF mode. This disables the normal on/off control; the receiver will be activated once AC power is applied. The “sleep
timer” function is disabled; the set may not be turned off except by removing power.
Press the - button for normal “POWER ON/OFF” control.

+ FORCE TO CH xx
_>STD PWR ON CH

+ NO DISPLAYS
-> STD DISPLAYS

The “NO DISPLAYS” function disables any on-screen displays,
except the sleep timer and mute. Press the + button to activate
this function. Press the - button for standard displays.

The “TIME LIMIT” function will automatically turn off the set
if it has been on continuously for the time duration shown.
Press the + button to activate the function and set the time
limit, up to 99 hours. Press the - button for normal TV operation.

+ TIME LIMIT xx HR
-> NO TIME LIMIT

SMART SOUND
ON/OFF

Press the + or - button to turn Smart Sound ON or OFF.
Smart Sound allows you to preset a desired volume level that
the TV sound will not exceed.

LANGUAGE
ENGLISH/ESPAÑOL/FRANÇAIS
AV MUTE
ON/OFF
EXIT
NO/YES

Press the + or - button to select the language
you prefer. You may choose English, Spanish
(Español), or French (Français),

Press the + or - button to turn AV MUTE On or Off. When AV MUTE
is active, the audio is muted and the screen will be solid black or solid
blue if a clear signal is not received.
Press the + or - button to select YES or NO. Select YES when you are
ready to leave the on-screen menu system.
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